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The message:
Field oscillations detected at Saturn with periods close to the ~10.5 

h planetary rotation period, and related phenomena, are a 
“trending topic” in planetary magnetospheres.  More than a decade 
since their discovery, we understand much of the data, but little of 

the real origin of these oscillations.

The messåge:
Field öskillåtiöns detekted åt Såturn with periöds klöse tö the 

~10.5 h plånetäry rötåtiön periöd, ånd reläted phenömenå, åre ä 
“trending töpik” in plånetåry mågnetöspheres.  Möre thån ä 

dekåde since their diskövery, we understånd much öf the dätå, but 
little öf the reål örigin öf these öskillätiöns.

[I learnt Swedish from Monty Python]
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0
Introduction

(how little we know)



How long is a day on Saturn?



 Voyager measurements of the SKR
• Saturn Kilometric Radiation is emitted from 

sources a few RS over Saturn’s auroral regions

‣ Cyclotron maser instability associated with 
upward field-aligned currents

‣ Tens to hundreds of KHz.

‣ Almost continuously observed
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2S4 Desch and Kaiser- Saturn's Rotation Period 

then indicated by a finite positive or negative 
value of the the least-squares slope, b. The 
best estimate of the sidereal rotation period is 
then obtained through iterative regression until 
b approaches zero or is within one standard 
deviation (o b) of b. 

Finally, an estimate of the uncertainty in the 
derived period is obtained by performing the 
regression many times using a range of starting 
values around that which gives the best fit. 
Owing to the scatter of the data in rotation 
phase, some of these analyses will yield first 
iteration slopes which are statistically insig- 
nificant (b<ob), indicating a range of rotation 
periods which are compatible with the accepted 
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value. The difference between the largest and Fig. 2. A plot (bottom panel) of the same SKR 
smallest such rotation period is taken to be the data as in Fig. I in terms of an arbitrary 
uncertainty in the period. The uncertainty so 
obtained is larger than that which would be 
derived from using o b alone (the formal error) 
but it is undoubtedly a more meaningful estimate. 

Results 

The result of applying the above procedure up panels. The longitude histogram on the right 
to and including calculation of the power shows how the data are organized in rotation 
spectrum is shown in Fig. 1. The spectrum is phase. 
constructed of events which occurred at a single 
frequency in this case 174 kHz ic ' 9 Wm-• ex_c•eded a flux density threshold of' 1• n• wh resolution spectrum (top panel) spans the •10 hr 
Hz normalized to a constant I AU distance to •11 hr range of periods of Saturn's surface 
between the observer and Saturn. Events above features and clouds [Moore, 1939; Reese, 1971]. 
this particular threshold were easily detected Examination of the survey spectrum indicates only 
over the entire analysis interval. The lower one significant peak, near 10 hr, which is shown 
panel shows a low-resolution survey extending by the high-resolution spectrum to occur at 
over a wide spectral window from periods of 10 hr •10.66 hr. This feature is a factor of 5 above 
to 1000 hr. The upper panel shows a high- the second strongest peak (near 260 hr) in the 
resolution spectrum, of the same data, centered spectrum and approximately 16o above the survey 
approximately on the principal peak in the survey spectrum noise level. We attribute this spectral 
spectrum. The average time resolution of this feature to the modulation of the SKR by Saturn's 
spectrum is near the practical limit of about 65 rotation. With regard to possible satellite 
sec. Both are plotted in terms of the standard modulations, we find no evidence of spectral 
deviation (o) of the spectral power above the power at the appropriate satellite periods or 
'noise' level inherent in each spectrum. their heterodynes with the rotation period. Thus 

The survey spectrum (bottom panel) spans the at this stage of the analysis we have found no 
revolution periods of all of Saturn's major Saturn analog of the well-known phenomenon 
satellites. In greater detail, the high whereby some of Jupiter's sporadic radio emission 

is controlled by Io. Finally, although not 

lO 
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shown, no significant spectral power was found at 
periods <10 hr except at the harmonics of the 
rotation period. 

Looking at the high-resolution spectrum, we 
note the 5o spike on the low-frequency shoulder 
of the SKR spectral peak. This spike occurs at a 
period of about 10.69 hr and appears to be due to 
a low intensity component of the SKR which reap- 

• 12.0 11.6 11.2 11.0 10.6 10.2 10.0 0.6 o2 0.0 pears at a different, slightly longer period than 

• 12 that of the principal source. This component is not expected to significantly bias the principal • 6 spectral peak because it lies well outside the 
4 65-sec half-power spectral bandwidth of the peak. 
o ="T-•-::-'•J•- - This component of drifting SKR is discussed again 
1• • • • • • • 10 below where it appears explicitly in Fig. 2. 

PERIOD(HOURS) We have refined this power spectrum determina- 
Fig. 1. Low-resolution (bottom) and high- tion of the period according to the linear least- 
resolution (top) power spectra of SKR time squares method described previously and illus- 
series. Only events at a single frequency (174 trated now in Fig. 2. Here the SKR events are 
kHz) and above a constant flux threshold were indicated by vertical bars plotted as a function 
used. Each spectrum shows only a single major of longitude and rotation number. (Longitude is 
peak, corresponding to modulation of SKR at defined arbitrarily in this figure in order to 
Saturn's rotation period. place most of the the events near 180 ø for 

longitude system and rotation number. The data 
are shown after final organization at the adopted 
sidereal period as indicated by the least-squares 
fit (dashed line). The figure in the top panel 
shows how the period has varied with the accumu- 
lation of data. A scale relating calendar date 
to rotation number is shown between the two 

• Desch & Kaiser [1981] 
measurement of the 
periodicity of the SKR 
using Voyager Planetary 
Radio Astronomy 
instruments

‣ Principal ~10.5 h 
component

‣ Analogous to rotation 
period modulations in 
similar Jovian emissions?

‣ Used as definition of IAU 
Saturn coordinate 
system 

340 M. K. DOUGHERTY

Figure 4. Equatorial view of the three spacecraft flybys of Saturn. On the trajectories the black
dots labelled S show observed bow shock crossings, and black rectangles labelled M show observed
magnetopause crossings.

magnetosphere. As material is ionised it is picked up in the corotational flow in the
equatorial magnetospheric regions and rotational energy in the form of momentum
is transferred from the planet to the equatorial plane. An unavoidable feature of any
plasma which has been generated by ionisation where there is a background flow is
that the thermal speed is at least comparable to the flow speed picked up. Separating
the various forces exerted by the different parts of the particle distributions and by
different species is a very important question and in a quasi-steady situation since
all the mechanical forces are taken up by the magnetic field, the field is a natural area
to study in order to aid the particle teams in this endeavour. A natural extension of
the characterisation of the magnetospheric Saturnian field (see Section 2.2.7) would
be to use the magnetic field data in conjunction with data from the other fields and
particles instruments to examine the fundamental questions of what mechanical
stresses the magnetic field stresses link to. The magnetic field imposes coherent
behaviour on the collision free regions of the planetary environment and hence acts
as the sinews of the medium. Stress is communicated by the field and energy is
stored in the field and sometimes released by dramatic explosive phenomena like
reconnection. Derived field and current patterns will aid in determining the balance
of stresses and the relative importance of pressure and centrifugal forces.

Desch & Kaiser 1981

Dougherty et al. 2004



 Espinosa et al. [2001, 03a, b]
• First detection of periodic 

modulations in Saturn’s field

‣ Observed throughout flybys, 
significant amplitudes out to the 
magnetopause

‣ External origin

‣ Boundary oscillations also 
hypothesised

‣ Compressional MHD wave?

• Specific polarisation of the field

‣ Azimuthal field in lagging 
quadrature
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the magnetopause position in the dawn sector seems to be
modulated in phase with the radial component of the
perturbation magnetic field.

2. Observations

[3] To facilitate the qualitative study and the comparison
between the observations from each mission, all the mag-
netic field data must be expressed in a suitable standard
coordinate system. We use an inertial (i.e., not rotating with
the planet) planetocentric spherical polar coordinate system,
with the (r) axis pointing away from Saturn to the space-
craft, the (q) axis based on the rotation axis of the planet and
the (f) axis based on the direction of planetary rotation. In
this system Br, Bq and Bf are the radial, colatitudinal and
azimuthal components of the magnetic field vector respec-
tively. Accordingly, Figure 1 (adapted from Espinosa and

Dougherty [2001]) shows the inbound magnetic field meas-
urements from Pioneer 11, Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 in this
coordinate system, as function of time and planetocentric
distance. The plots extend from the inbound magnetopause
(MP) crossing (there was only one for Pioneer 11 and
Voyager 2, and the last of five for Voyager 1 is shown
here) to closest approach (CA) (cf. the figure caption for the
respective distances).
[4] Since the models of Saturn’s internal magnetic field

are axisymmetric and have no dipole tilt, no Bf is predicted
by this source. However, the azimuthal component of the
magnetic field measured by the Vector Helium Magneto-
meter (VHM) onboard Pioneer 11 and the Fluxgate Mag-
netometer (FGM) onboard Voyager 2 clearly present the
spin-periodic perturbation from the inbound MP, to CA. In
the two top plots a sinusoidal function is superimposed,
fitted on each occasion to the data with a different phase,
and with a period equal to the accepted planetary rotation
period of 10 hr 39 min 24 s (obtained from the Voyager
radio emissions data [Desch and Kaiser, 1981]). It is also
clear that the signature in the Voyager 1 FGM measure-
ments is much weaker, although possibly present from 19
RS down to 8 RS, and then changes configuration (1 RS =
60,330 km). Only the Bf component has been shown. In
fact, the Br and Bq components do not show spin-perio-
dicities in any of the three inbound passes.
[5] A natural next step would be to organize the data with

respect to the subspacecraft SLS longitude (Saturn Longi-
tude System, as defined by Desch and Kaiser [1981]), and
for instance carry out a phase comparison of the perturba-
tion observed by the different spacecraft. This would seem
appropriate if there is a source fixed with respect to the
planet that would produce the observed modulation. Never-
theless, there are two problems preventing us from obtain-
ing useful information, the longitude smearing, due to our
level of knowledge and the second is the fact that the
magnetosphere itself is not a rigid medium. The latter does
not preclude periodicity but the phase may not be tightly
preserved.
[6] The longitude smearing is due to the uncertainty

placed on Saturn’s rotation period, initially reported as
±7 s [Desch and Kaiser, 1981]. Later reports of the rotation
period deduced from the Ulysses spacecraft observations,
suggest that it is not constant in time and may differ by 1%
from that measured by Voyager [Galopeau and Lecacheux,
2000]. In these circumstances, the cumulative uncertainty
becomes rapidly too large for a secure SLS correlation
between each spacecraft pass. For example, if we use the
10 hr 39 min 24 ± 7 s rotation period for an extrapolation
between the Voyager 1 and Voyager 2 encounters, there is
an uncertainty of more than 40!. It follows that the sinusoid
shown in the bottom plot of Figure 1 is only indicative.
[7] For the outbound passes, an equivalent perturbation is

evident only in the Pioneer 11 data, in the radial and azimuthal
components of the field.We show this in Figure 2. The field is
perturbed from CA to the first MP crossing (at 30 RS, hour
56). As done for the inbound data, a sinusoidal function is
superimposed on each component with a period equal to the
planetary rotation period and a phase difference of p/2. The
fit is relatively good until about hour 43 (!22 RS), which
means that the two components are in phase quadrature (this
property will be analyzed in the next section). Afterward, Br

Figure 1. Azimuthal component of the magnetic field as a
function of time (hours) and planetocentric distance (1 RS =
60,330 km) for Pioneer 11, Voyager 2 and Voyager 1
inbound, from the MP crossing (17.3 RS, 18.5 RS and 22.8
RS, respectively) to CA (1.34 RS on 1 September 1979, 2.67
RS on 26 August 1981 and 3.05 RS on 12 November 1980,
respectively). In the two top plots a sinusoidal function is
superimposed, fitted on each occasion to the 48 s averaged
data with a different phase, and with a period equal to the
accepted planetary rotation period of 10 hr 39 min 24 s. In
the case of Voyager 1, the sinusoid is extrapolated from the
Voyager 2 time reference [Espinosa and Dougherty, 2001].

SMP 10 - 2 ESPINOSA ET AL.: TEN-HOUR MAGNETIC PERIODICITIES AT SATURN

Espinosa et al. 2001



Time-variability of the SKR period • Discovery in Ulysses data of 
drifting SKR period [Galopeau 
& Lecacheux, 2000]

• Confirmed in Cassini RPWS 
data [Kurth et al., 2007]

‣ Phase determined relative to 
an arbitrary reference period

‣ Modelled the time-variation 
using a 4th order polynomial

• IAU reference frame is 
therefore without physical 
basis
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PSKR ∝ cos (ΦSKR(t))

ΦSKR(t) = 360◦
t

τ0
−

4�

k=0

αkt
k

Kurth et al., 2007

τSKR(t) =
360◦

dΦSKR(t)
dt



 Cassini observations of periodic phenomena
• m=1 variation in inner plasma density

• Outward propagation of phase fronts at 
~100-400 km/s

• ~ 3 RS Modulation in the standoff position of 
the bowshock and magnetopause 

• Modulation in fluxes of ENA, high energy ring 
current plasmas
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typical solar wind dynamic pressure of 0.03 nPa, while the
blue solid line shows the displaced boundary. The latter is
thus maximally displaced outward at !1600 h LT where the
Y! " 100° spiral intersects the boundary, has zero dis-
placement at !1100 h LT where the Y! " 190° spiral inter-
sects the boundary, and is displaced inward at earlier LTs in
the dawn sector.
[61] As discussed previously by Clarke et al. [2006], these

boundary motions must reflect changes in the total field plus
plasma pressure in the outer magnetosphere which cause the
magnetopause to move outward or inward to match the (in
principle) constant dynamic pressure exerted on the mag-
netosphere by the solar wind. In this case the Y! " 100°
spiral must correspond to a maximum in the total pressure
in the outer magnetosphere, as marked in Figure 12, and the
Y! " 280° spiral to a minimum in the total pressure. Thus

we note that, as depicted in Figure 12, SKR power maxima
occur when the high!pressure phase is in the predusk sector
in the outer magnetosphere and the low!pressure phase
in the predawn sector. While determination of the physical
origin of this relation remains for future work, we note
correspondingly that the high!pressure sector relates approxi-
mately to the sector containing the plasma bulge in the outer
magnetosphere reported by Burch et al. [2009]. Furthermore,
if we follow the high!pressure phase front into the inner
core region, it maps closely to the density maximum in the
Enceladus torus, as can be seen from the corresponding spiral
in Figure 12. Specifically, at the radius of Enceladus at a
distance of !4 RS, Y! " 100° corresponds to YMc " 81°
according to equation (16), compared with the phase of
maximum density in the torus of YMc " 80° as indicated
above. Thus, taking account of the empirically determined

Figure 12. Sketch showing the relationships among various oscillatory phenomena in Saturn’s equato-
rial magnetosphere, where the view is from the north with the direction to the Sun (X) at the top and dusk
(Y) to the left. The outer boundary of the quasi!dipolar core region at !15 RS is shown by the dashed
circle, while the blue dot!dashed line shows the undisturbed magnetopause, specifically the Arridge et
al. [2006] magnetopause model for a typical dynamic pressure of 0.03 nPa. The phase of the oscilla-
tion depicted corresponds to FM = 210°, at which Saturn kilometric radiation power output is maximum,
such that the instantaneous meridians of constant core phase YMc are as indicated by the solid radial lines,
with YMc = 0° at 0200 h LT. The quasi!uniform equatorial field within the core region shown by the thick
arrows then points in the same direction. The shaded green circular area in the inner core represents the
Enceladus plasma torus reported by Gurnett et al. [2007], whose density maximum, at the middle of the
dark green half of the torus, occurs at YMc = 80° in the postdusk sector at this instant, while the pale blue
area represents the asymmetric distribution of magnetospheric plasma reported by Burch et al. [2009].
With increasing time this field and plasma pattern then rotates anticlockwise at the (near!planetary)
magnetospheric period. The red dashed spirals in the figure correspond to lines of constant Y! given by
equation (16), specifically to values of 10°, 100°, 190°, and 280°, which similarly rotate with time. The
magnetopause shown by the blue solid line is then maximally displaced outward from the mean position
in the predusk sector where the 100° spiral intersects the boundary, with zero displacements where the 10°
and 190° spirals intersect the boundary, and with maximum inward displacement at 280°. Thus Y! " 100°
corresponds to a maximum in total pressure in the outer magnetosphere as marked, while Y! " 280°
corresponds to a minimum in total pressure.

CLARKE ET AL.: MAGNETOPAUSE OSCILLATIONS AT SATURN A08209A08209
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high latitude observations (>40!) comprise only a small part
of the data set (!5%).
[11] Figure 3 shows a typical Lomb periodogram from

one half-year segment of the data set. The hydrogens
present a noisy spectrum with many possible periods, none
of which dominate the spectrum. In this case, the main
hydrogen peak was at 13.2 hours, although a strong sec-
ondary peak also appears near 10.6 hours. On the other
hand, a very strong peak at 10.8 hours emerges from the
oxygen periodogram. This peak has a signal-to-noise ratio
of !10 (peak strength divided by standard deviation), which
is the strongest periodic signal from particles measured in
Saturn’s magnetosphere [Carbary et al., 2007a]. The oxy-
gen period corresponds closely with the 10.8 hour ‘‘base’’
period of the SKR emissions [Kurth et al., 2007]. Periodo-
grams from different time periods would show behavior
similar to that of Figure 3.
[12] Figure 4 summarizes the Lomb periods derived from

six half-year periods during the Cassini mission. The six H
periods have an average of 11.7 hours and a standard
deviation of ±2.4 hours, while the six O periods average
10.8 hours ± 0.2 hours. Thus, the hydrogens have erratic
periods as a result of noisy periodograms, and the oxygens
exhibit a very stable period over the entire three-years. For
comparison, a dashed line shows the variable period recent-
ly derived from fitting a fifth-order polynomial to Saturn
kilometric radio emissions [Kurth et al., 2008]. Deviations
in the oxygen period from the SKR period occur during the
last year of this record when Cassini visited high latitudes.

Notably, the high latitude observations are those which most
stress the projection method used here, so periodicities in
this time period are relatively more uncertain (i.e., lower
SNRs) than those at earlier times.

5. Discussion

[13] Three years of periodogram analyses reveal that
hydrogen ENA has no reproducible period, while the
oxygen ENA has a very strong, repeatable period of 10.8
hours. The oxygen period is indistinguishable from the
‘‘base’’ period for the SKR radiation [Kurth et al., 2007,
2008] or the period found for charged particles in Saturn’s
outer magnetosphere [Carbary et al., 2007a]. The similarity
between the SKR and oxygen periods suggests the two may
have the same cause. That is, the same mechanism gener-
ating the SKR periodicity may also be causing the oxygen
periodicity. Paranicas et al. [2005] have suggested a
rotating point source in Saturn’s inner magnetosphere may
cause such a periodicity. Alternatively, a flashing source that
does not rotate (or rotates very little) would also produce a
strong peak in a periodogram. Similar to the Paranicas
model, a rotating source that emits only within a limited
local time sector would emulate a flashing source. This type
of flashing source, limited to the magnetotail sector, would
be consistent with possible substorm-like activity postulated
by Mitchell et al. [2005]. If this is the case, the pseudo-
substorms would be periodic and occur at approximately the
rotation period of Saturn.

Figure 2. Stacked summation profiles for 20–50 keV hydrogens (top) and 64–144 keV oxygens for a period of several
days in 2004 (the same period examined by Paranicas et al. [2005]). Vertical dotted lines indicate radial distances of the
spacecraft from Saturn. For the observing geometry in this case, negative values of the y2 represent nightside locations in
the magnetotail, while positive values represent dayside locations.

L07102 CARBARY ET AL.: ENA PERIODICITIES AT SATURN L07102

3 of 5

Carbary et al. 2008

Clarke et al. 2010

Gurnett et al. 2007



 Cassini observations of periodic phenomena (2)
• Auroral oval intensity, position

• Plasma sheet motion

• Ion populations

9

Figure 4. The northern auroral powers obtained in Jan–Mar 2009 versus northern SKR phase in a format similar to Figure 1
except that here the pluses joined by the dashed lines show themean SKRpowers for all the data in ten 36°!wide phase bins and
the joined crosses show the mean SKR and HST results in ten 36°!wide phase bins.

Figure 3. (a) The maximumUV intensity between 7° and 22° southern colatitude as functions of LT (in 0.5 h bins) and SKR
phase !SKR (in 10° bins), along with representative images of the southern oval with phase for (b) !SKR ’ 179° obtained on
9 Feb 2008 and (c) !SKR ’ !2° obtained on 28 Feb 2009.

NICHOLS ET AL.: SATURN’S AURORA AND SKR PHASE L15102L15102

4 of 5

Nichols et al. 2008, 2010a

Morooka et al. 2009 Burch et al. 2009
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What is the source of these oscillations?
It depends on who you ask...

Gurnett et al. 2007

Goldreich & Farmer 2007
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What is the source of these oscillations?
It depends on who you ask...

Khurana et al. 2009

Southwood & Kivelson 2007

Smith, 2011
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1
Equatorial field oscillations

(in which we apply Ampère’s law)

Andrews, D. J., S. W. H. Cowley, M. K. Dougherty, and G. Provan (2010a), Magnetic field 
oscillations near the planetary period in Saturn’s equatorial magnetosphere: Variation of 
amplitude and phase with radial distance and local time, J. Geophys. Res., 115, A04212, 
10.1029/2007JA014729.



Amplitude and phase of field oscillations (near local midnight)
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Bi(ϕ, t) = Bi0(r,ϕ) cos [ΦSKR(t)− ϕ− ψ(r,ϕ)]



Equatorial field oscillations • Previous work has determined the form 
of the rotating magnetic field in Saturn’s 
equatorial magnetosphere

‣ Data from 2004-2008

‣ Quasi-uniform ‘core’ region out to 
L~12-15

‣ Currents flowing at the edge of this 
region, ~±5 MA (~30% of the ring 
current)

Andrews et al., 2010a

• Exclusion of the field in the inner region

‣ Within L~3-4 (near Enceladus torus / rings)

‣ Currents here too, ~±2 MA

jθ (north-south)

Transverse B field

14
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2
North-south asymmetries in periodicity

(the plot thickens)

Andrews, D. J.,  A. J. Coates, S. W. H. Cowley, M. K. Dougherty, L. Lamy, G. Provan, and 
P. Zarka (2010b), Magnetospheric period oscillations at Saturn: Comparison of equatorial 
and high-latitude magnetic field periods with north and south SKR periods, J. Geophys. 
Res., 115, A12252, 10.1029/2010JA015666.



North-south asymmetry in the SKR modulation periods
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Lamy, [2011]

Lamy, 2011

• Hints of important 
secondary periods 
present in the SKR data, 
even during Voyager era

‣ Gurnett et al. 2009 
show that the weaker, 
shorter period 
emission originates 
from the north

‣ Southern emission 
dominant, at least 
pre-equinox during 
the early Cassini 
mission

‣ Both vary with time

‣ Lamy, 2011 
confirmed this, and 
produced 
independent phase 
models



 Is the same effect present in the magnetic data?
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Bi(ϕ, t) = Bi0 cos [ΦSKR(t)− ϕ− ψi]

• Cassini’s orbit extremely varied, covers a wide range 
of latitudes

• Polar orbits afford opportunity to study the open-field 
regions



Core [L<8]
results

(      )With respect to 
southern SKR 

phase

• Clear banding of phase near 
~150º

• Linear fits with small 
gradients imply period 
difference of  ~10 s

‣ 0.06% difference

‣ Physical?  Certainly 
consistent...

• Polarisation implies quasi-
uniform rotating field  
(90º subtracted from  Bφ)

‣ Directed post-midnight at 
southern SKR maximum

~10.8 h

18



Northern 
hemisphere 

results
(      )With respect to 
southern SKR 

phase

No phase organisation



Northern 
hemisphere

results

(      )With respect to 
northern SKR 

phase

• Banding of phase near 
~0º i.e. almost 180º 
adrift from southern 
hemisphere result.

• No significant difference 
in periodicity

• Polarisation again 
implies a rotating 
transverse dipole

‣ Directed approximately 
sunward at northern SKR 
maximum

~10.6 h

david.andrews@ion.le.ac.uk

mailto:david.andrews@ion.le.ac.uk
mailto:david.andrews@ion.le.ac.uk
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3
Rotational modulation of the SKR
(in which we are accused of “heresy”)

Andrews, D. J., B. Cecconi, S. W. H. Cowley, M. K. Dougherty, L. Lamy, G. Provan, and 
P. Zarka (2011), Planetary period oscillations at Saturn: Evidence in magnetic field phase 
data for rotational modulation of Saturn kilometric radiation emissions, J. Geophys. Res., 
10.1029/2011JA016636.



Southern magnetic field oscillations and SKR modulation
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Dusk Dawn

Midnight Noon

Meridional planes

Dusk Dawn

Midnight

Noon
Equatorial plane

• Rotating current system producing 
magnetic perturbation field

• Current density has a ~cos(φ) 
dependence

‣ Produces observed rotating ‘quasi-
uniform’ equatorial field

‣ ‘Quasi-dipolar’ field at high-latitudes

• Equivalent northern system also exists

‣ Andrews et al. [2008,2010], 
Provan et al. [2009]

Current system

Magnetic field 
perturbation



Rotating magnetic field phase
• Rotating magnetic field 

phase determined in

‣ ‘core’ magnetosphere       
(dipole L < 8)

‣ open southern field lines

• Determined relative to 
observed southern (dominant) 
SKR modulation phase

• Central value of ~150º implies 
core field points down-tail & 
post-midnight at southern 
SKR maximum (towards ~02 
h LT)

• Marked ~180º departure in 
most recent data

• Persistent small gradients 
imply differences in period

‣ Typically ± few seconds

‣ Suggestion of variation 
with orbit geometry?

‣ Does the SKR observed 
modulation phase 
depend on position?

24

Br   Bθ   Bφ 

Bi(ϕ, t) = Bi0 cos (ΦSKR,s(t)− ϕ− ψi)

t / days



A simple model of rotating SKR & its detection by Cassini
• Since detection in Voyager data, SKR believed to be 

strobe-like

‣ Modulation phase independent of observer position

• What if the SKR were a rotating phenomena?

‣ Phase would then vary with observer azimuth

‣ Can this explain the changes seen in magnetic 
phase relative to SKR?

• SKR ‘amplitude’ strongly dependent on azimuth / 
LT

• Emitted at local gyrofrequency on high-latitude 
field lines:

‣ Visibility of SKR sources generally restricted to 
narrow bands either side of the spacecraft 
meridian

‣ ‘Seeing function’ based on results of 
Lamy et al. [2008] modeling study

• Constructed a simple theoretical model including 
these effects

‣ Phase difference between the ‘observed’ 
modulation and that of the total emission is then 
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Lamy et al.,
[2005]

Lamy et al.,
[2008]
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Differences in magnetic and SKR periodicity
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• Evaluate phase difference 
along spacecraft trajectory

‣ By (directionally) averaging 
phase difference over each 
orbit

‣ Additional (directional) 
smoothing to allow 
comparison with ~200 day 
SKR modulation phases 
used

• Modeled phase deviation is 
in excellent agreement with 
magnetic phase data

‣ Subtracting this effect 
leads to significant 
~30% reduction in the 
RMS variation

‣ Matches the 180º shift in 
most recent data

• Magnetic phase therefore 
constant with respect to 
the ‘true’ rotating SKR 
modulation

t / days
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4
Magnetic equinox?

(approaching submission, maybe?)
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Lamy, [2011]

Gurnett et al., 2010



29 Andrews et al., [2010]

Rev 24: 2006/139-146 • Oscillations near the ~10.5 h planetary rotation 
period are ubiquitous throughout Saturn’s 
magnetosphere

‣ Detected in Saturn kilometric radiation (SKR), 
magnetic field, auroral oval & power, 
magnetopause & bow shock, ...

• Period changes by ~1% per year [Galopeau & 
Lecacheux, 2000]

• Recent discovery of a weaker, shorter period signal 
from the north in magnetic & SKR data

‣ Pre-equinox (August 2009), the southern 
‘system’ was dominant

‣ Seasonal convergence of both periods to a 
common value                                           
[Gurnett et al., 2010; Lamy, 2011]
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Rev 130: 2010/114-121 Rev 142: 2010/351-358

DOY2004:DOY2004:

Post-equinox field signatures 



Effects of superposition of the two field perturbations
• Both systems of field oscillations are superposed on closed 

field lines

‣ Causes coherent phase ‘jitter’ studied by Provan et al. 2011
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• Phase jitter varies on the 
‘beat period’ ~ 23+ days

• Sense of the phase jitter 
can be used to determine 
the ratio of the two field 
strengths

• Same effect, but cycle is 
shifted for the θ 
component as compared 
to the transverse (r, φ)



Determination of 
magnetic period

• “Directional statistics” used 
to determine period

‣ Determine phase relative to 
some arbitrary ‘guide’ 
period

‣ Adjust the guide period to 
reduce variance in the 
phase about a linear trend

• Both northern and southern, 
separately, by ‘tuning’ to the 
appropriate polarisation 
signature

• Generally reliable, but lots of 
aliasing with the orbital period
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No “magnetic equinox” (at least, not in the ‘periodicity’ sense)
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 Summary
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• Near-planetary rotation period oscillations are a “hot topic” among the planetary 
magnetospheric physics community

• Work at Leicester has pulled apart the spatial and temporal dependence of the 
magnetic field oscillations.  We now well understand the structure of the field, and its 
relationship to other modulated phenomena.

• We are able to track the phase of these oscillations to high-accuracy over the duration 
of the Cassini mission.  No other known magnetospheric process is so reliable (as far 
as we know)

• Observations of separate field rotation periods are puzzling - strong evidence for an 
‘atmospheric driver’ of these phenomena?

• The discovery of a rotational modulation of the SKR is crucial in linking the periodic 
radio emissions to the rotating field perturbations, and overturns 30 years of 
‘established’ interpretation held since the Voyager-era observations

• The problem is far from solved
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Superposition of two oscillations

• Southern and northern oscillations 
simultaneously present on closed field lines

• Provan et al. [2011] have studied this effect, 
shown that it produces phase “jitter”, having 
amplitude of ~20-30º

‣ Corresponds to a northern signal ~0.4x 
weaker than the southern

• Change of Bθ phase between north and south 
produces interesting effects:

‣ Shift in polarisation [difference between 
phases of (r, !) and " components] is always 
identically ±90º when k = 1

‣ B" amplitude falling when Br, ! rising

• These effects predicted by Provan et al. [2011]
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In a frame rotating with the southern 
oscillation, the northern rotates at 

the ‘beat period” (~23 days)

Im
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